1. Call to Order – Jason Sampson

2. Discuss Table proposal – Jason Sampson
SEC brought up the following concerns for Madison Armstrong to address before deciding on funding:

a. What is the sustainability component of this proposal and what will be the educational component?
b. How will waste be managed in this area? There is potentially a departmental fee associated additional locations.
c. What do you think about the primary usage (summer) being associated with the time of year with fewest students?
d. How do you address the need for shade?
e. Would you be okay with a partial funding or a different type of table?

3. Discuss 3D filament proposal – Jason Sampson
SEC approved funding $4,095 for this project under the stipulation the following questions are addressed:

a. Where will the process take place and will this space be allocated or dedicated to the process?
b. Please investigate the potential use of waste 3D printed items as a feed stock.
c. Verify outlets for filament.
d. What is the continuity of this program after your graduation?
e. Create educational information to assist in collection of recycled plastic bottles at specific locations.

4. Discuss Bike Rental proposal – Jason Sampson
SEC brought up the following concerns for Philip VanDevanter to address before deciding on funding:

a. Please look into the potential of purchasing refurbished bikes.
b. Jason will work with ORC to find true cost of running this program.
c. SEC would like to allow the new Green Bike program to be established before beginning making a decision and determine if selecting off campus locations for bike drops could potential be an alternative.
d. SEC would like Jason to reach out to determine if there is a potential community partner or help support proposal.

Jason will continue to provided updated information about projects to SEC.

**NEXT MEETING: To be decided**